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1993 was ☜a remarkably good year☝
The latest edition of the Holway Report has found that
1993 was even better than we had predicted. Revenues,
even after the effects of acquisitions, rose by 11%. The
best since 1990. PBT, even when the top four profit and
loss makers were excluded, rose by 34%.

An unprecedented 63% of all software and computing
services companies improved their financial performance.
Although a
quarter of all '
c o m p a n i e s
managed to
report losses,
this was actually
lower than the
29% of
c o m p a n i e s
reporting losses
in 1990!
The UK SCSI
had the fastest
growth of any of
the major SCSI
markets in
Europe. Indeed,

for all true
patriots, the UK

SCSI is now
forecast to be
larger than that
of France by
1998!

Before readers

start to think this
is all too good to
be true, you

should consider
the following:
- total IT spend -
i.e. including user IT staff, hardware and software and

computing services will experience only marginal growth.
- hardware spend decreased by 5% in 1993. User ☜in-
house☝ personnel spend decreased by 2%.
- but outsourcing grew by 35% in 1992/93. The contracts
awarded in the last year totalled £3 billion or £400m p.a.
That means that the outsourcing market is guaranteed to
grow by 40% in 1994/95! (see full story - p11)
In other words, this quite amazing growth in the SCSI
industry is merely a shift from in house spend to
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outsourcing. Given the campaigns run by the industry,
this must (surely?) be considered as a major triumph.

For as long as we have producedour annual reports,
software products companies have been the envy of all.
Not any more. In 1993 - as our p12 feature explains -
specialist IT consultancies have stolen the show.
Profits growth of 34% is largely as a result of cost cutting

♥ or, not to beat
about the bush -
job cuts in

previous years.
In the last year
the number of
staff employed
increased for the
first time in years
- by 4.5% to
133,300. The

e m p I o y m e n t
outlook - for
once - looks
rosy. Hoskyns
looking for a
further 350 staff
and the latest
MSL Index of IT
job adverts (up
97% on April
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1993) are
examples.
Perhaps the
most negative

finding was that
a I t h o u g h
average staff
costs rose by
just 1.5%, the

remuneration of
the average highest paid director went up by 7.1%. If this

was not enough to make you see red, the number of SCSI
millionaires we can identify now approach 100.

For most of our readers 1993 was clearly ☜a remarkably
good year☝.
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The statistics in this article are extracted from the 1994 Holway
Report which is published this month. The analyses are based
on the financial performance of the leading 1.250 SCSI
companies operating in the UK in 1993 with corrbined revenues
exceeding 211 billion. For further details. see page 12.
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Since its near terminal problems in the early 19905,
Unisys has witnessed quite a renaissance. Although
worldwide revenues dropped by 8% to $7.74b in 1993
profits were up nearly 60% at $565m. Their move to
services - up 11% in Q1 1994 alone - is seen as a major
reason for this excellent (almost unique) performance.

As can be seen from the results provided this month,
Unisys UK also witnessed a drop in revenues because
of lower hardware sales. But services revenues stormed
ahead. Omitting hardware maintenance and operating
system software, UK SCSI revenues were upover 20%

at £53.5m.

UNI YS UK
aisbecwsa

Total UK Revenue

Hardware

SCSI revenues
- Software products (est.)
- Systems Integration
- Other Services etc
- Outsourcing/FM

 

       
          

   

 

  

   

 

5246.0!☜

£104.0m

£44 .5 m

£9.5m
£16.0m
£17.0m

£2.0m

£88.0m
£9.5m

£142.0m

     

   
  

 

    
  

 

   

  
   

 

  
    

    

Hardware maintenance
Op, Software (est)   
Total Software & Services

Note: Other services include custom applications, development,
training and IT consultancy.

Olivetti UK
Olivetti UK reported PBT up 39% at £1.47m on static
revenues of £212m for 1993, although "excellent progress
was reported particularly in developing the systems and
software business". The only breakdown we could get
was that revenues were split equally between product
(eg PC hardware), systems and services (i.e.
maintenance) - around £70m each.

Own hardware support far harder hlt than
expected in 1993 '
Now that the top five hardware vendors to the UK market
have supplied their 1993 revenue breakdowns, the true
dire state of the ☜own hardware" support market is
revealed
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IBM, ICL, DEC, Unisys and Olivetti represent over two

thirds of the £1 billion hardware maintenance market
controlled by manufacturers rather than TPMs.
We had been forecasting a 5.5% decline in ☜own
hardware☜ support revenues, but the situation looks as it
it was even worse.

In many ways the decline in own hardware support and
operating systems revenues, which have shown similar
declines, are more damaging to hardware manufacturers
than hardware sales ♥ as the profit margins were
considerably higher.
No wonder they are all moving into non hardware related
ESESI activities!   

☁Digital stunned investors by reporting third~quarter losses
of $183.3m - about four times higher than analysts'
projections. Revenues fell 6% to $3.26 billion. Worse,
Robert Palmer President and CE0 acknowledged that he
too had been taken by surprise by the ☜unacceptable☝
results, raising serious questions about financial
contra/5....gross margins on the service business fell by
1.6% in 03, signalling that Digital ☂5 cushion against pro t
declines on product sales maybe thinning". Source - Flnancial
Times tath April 1994.

"DEC's stock, which traded as high as $48.25 just last
May, crashed to $18.25 - less than a tenth of its all time
high Of$199 in 1987'. Source - BusinessWeek 9th May 1994.
"DEC bet the company an Alpha, and I believe it lost".
Source - C. Gordon Bell, lonner head of DEC engineering.

Analysing DEC☁s problem on a worldwide basis is quite
beyond our brief. Latest breakdown of the results for DEC
UK for the last financial year to SOth June 1993show
revenues static and, we understand, at best a "breakeven".
This reversed a long trend when the UK had been one of
the best performers in the DEC camp.

DEC UK had great hopes of moving into software and
services. The extensive advertising campaigns for their.
consulting activities and high hopes of major UK
outsourcing contracts all came to nought. After losing out
on both the Inland Revenue and BAe FM contracts, DEC

announced that it would not bid for any more large FM
contracts "until we have established a proven track record
of successful projects on a smaller scale ". Source - DEC UK

MD Chris Conway writing in DEC's internal newspaperin Jan. 94. Then

in February 1994 DEC UK announced that 800 staff
(nearly 20% of the workforce) were to face the axe. Of

these a staggering 475 were to come from DEC's
consulting activities.

DI ITAL UK

£875.4m

        
      

   
   
   

  Total UK Revenue

    
     

 

£15.6m
£11.8m
£49.1m
£17.7m

SCSI revenues
- Systems Integration
- Professional Services
- Processing 8. FM

  

  
£26.8m
£53.7m

£29.6m

  

 

  

 

  
Hardware maintenance
Op. Software etc

£166.6m
£62.2m

£160.7m
£62.0m

Total Software 8. Services £327.4m . 2332.8"! .

We were delighted that (eventually) DEC UK released
their breakdown figures to us.

The nfailure" of the DEC Consulting initiative are clear to

see with a 9% decline in revenues despite all the adverts.

Systems integration was a clear winner - but from a low
base. Even so, a 7.7% increase in SCSI revenues was

both below the 11% average for the market as a whole

and significantly lower than that achieved by other
hardware vendors like ICL and IBM.
As can be seen, the SCSI growth of 7.7% was not enough
to prevent an 8% decline in software and services
revenues due to substantial declines in DEC's revenues
from hardware maintenance and operating software.
Serious doubts on DEC's survival as an independen
company are currently being aired. If DEC cannot hack it
in the software and services arena then we might start
polishing up our obituary too.
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QBA International to market ☜later, thi , ,
"JBA International. .onejof the: world's'leeding. suppliersofsolutions to the [EM m
environment. JB [BMsiargeSt-BUSIness'Assoi afe. in Europe nd of the three iarg

. businesses: ity I☁ s; Businv . accountantéy. manufactunng _ ' ' ' ' ' '
more likely't'o☁b'e the SAPs☁orJDVEdwards ofthis world the COD
JBA was founded-ind 981 .by'Chairntan Alan wakeiy and technicaldi☁
JBA'has'perhapsbeen'onepf the least'sung☂ UK steri .
increased by'33% 10' guanine PBT increased " ' = ☁

    
   

JBA International lc
Five year Revenue and P T Record

"m" Relative to 1989 :1 m     
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'tcgeiher- i, * ' , agents. 60%.of'
revenues are earned outsmle the: UK'With £27m
revenuesfrqm the d unher. 24mm
ethsrmhv urbpean ma .- . ,rytoldusthal'
athe☁ Uwaas' an exce perfo merwhichhad
remitted $7m ofine't profits to☁th'e: group's coffers
last year.»Althojugh' Lloyd-s Devebpment capital
hasi a smell. stake; JBA☝ ,isistill predominately
owned by its founders, andemployees. l ' .
ln☁ May1994,JBAan need its intentio' "t seek"
a-sipck Exchange listing .;☁Iafe_'r fhis'yeaf'i With

1 wort Benson {appointed as a isers and
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uperby They .are azvii☁onhy Revenue

:pa☂st recipient ofithe☁i'sysfem' House {'Be's'f or the
☁vPriv☁ates☁aWardJ☁They are head'and shoUlders
aboVe. most of the recent 'new issues.☜Their'

    1989 1 380
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1991

record is exemplary; they are well managed,☂they have'a :wide geographio' OOVerage, with over 60% of revenues
learned outside the☂UK; and their business'application software products market is as secure as you will find anywhere.
Sowhy should we,f'w'ho afterall have backed rare UK♥☁owned companies like JBA to the hilt in the past, have any
☁quelnts,about its hoW? i 3☁
At presentJBA'sproducf range'is

 

. BM AS/400 based. IBM launched the ASI400 three years ago. it has since sold
over 250.000 systems and, in a period of deep despair fer IBM, had been a beacOn of light. But a recent report from
the Meta Group; however, 'predictedtha't up to 40% of ASI400 users could be poised to 'jump ship☝ to UNIX-based
client/server systems. IBM responded in May 1994 by launching new A81400 systems able to run AS/4OO , UNIX or
08/2 (PC) programs. lntheory this strategy: looks likea market beater. But it also looks surprisingly like the response
DEC had With theirAlpha systems which were capable of running both DEC VAX VMS and UNIX programs. But DEC
users decided. that [as they had to' make a changeanyway, they would move aWay from DEC completely. DEC Alpha,
for all its technological superiority has attracted few new "non~DEC" buyers.
We strepect that IBM A_S/400 users might well'react in the same way. Even more important for JBA are new users. It

. wouldbe a rare (somezwould say daft) "new user☜ 'whowould decide to go ☜native? ASMOO. Assuming the choice is
UNIX,-why golAS/l490, whenithere are so☁rr'iany other seemingly more effective choices available?
JBA has respondedto challenge by announcing OPEN ROUTE, to be launched in December, which will allow
their sOftWare to be generated to run on 'AS/400 or a range of multiplatform hardware. OPEN ROUTE will use the
existing JBA CASE tools either to generateRPGcode for the AS/400☁or C++ for use on other platforms
As we wish JBA'well with their float, we☁ hope that this response will allay the obvious and understandable fears of
@me observers about JBA☁s☁ current reliance on the IBM AS/400; I J

♥ Making Notes to welcome Lotus Perot for sale?
\☁ Worldwide Lotus boosted revenues by Perot Systems had UK

9% to $981 rn. Exceptional gains from revenues of £34.4m in 1992,
I

= ☁0

  
the sale of Sybase stock had boosted mainly from the East

1992 profits so profits dipped 31% to Midlands Electricity and

$55.5m in the year ending 31st Dec. 93, Europcar FM deals. ♥
although on a like-for-like basis they Readers will know that we have found Perot positively

increased by 32%. Results for Lotus UK, which arrived unhelpful (as in ☜we wouldn☂t want to help anypublication
this month, show an even better picture. UK revenues which hadcompufing services companies as subscribers"
were up 15% at £68.1m and PBT of £5.5m was reported -Andrew Maluish MD Perot Europe).
comparEd with a loss 0f E1!" in 1992. The number Of The Wall Street Journal on 25th May carried a feature
employees grew by just 8 to 132. Microsoft UK had stating that Perot was up for sale and suggested SHL
revenues of £150m, twice that Of Lotus, 10 June 1993. Systemhouse as a logical suitor☁ We are pleased that

We are delighted that Lotus UK is about to become a SHL seems quite happy to describe itself as a computing
member of the CSA. services company - and subscribes to System House.
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imitated; .s shit early Esom☁anda seaqusrescuef
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getting of direct-sales throughout Europe v " "
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, . . . is? Dee's' a.v'v 'iséh were'kin ' "t 19 us'this'
month ahead oflodging☁ at CompaniBs show hat:
the improved internal comrol and pioductwity ave
-' with losses☁reduced'to £695K._: ' " I I ' '

 

      
Metrologia UK

Five Year Revenue and PET Record
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As a result, sales per employee increased from £240Kto
£284K. The balance sheet looks a lot stronger with net
assets up from just £549K to £2.2m largely as a result of
a £2.3m debt writeoff by the parent and a "reduction in
debtor days from 72 at the end of 1992 to 54 at the end
1993☝.

 

   

 

☜A break even or modest profit ls anticipated for 1994".

Private investors rescue Standard Platforms
Standard Platforms Holdings plc is one of the smallest
of all the quoted SCSI companies with revenues of just
£2.7m . They develop UNIX software for optical discs.
On 30th March 1994 Standard Platform's shares were
suspended at 36p "pending publication of its accounts☜.
On 18th May, these were duly announced as losses of
£1.07m forthe 18 months to 30th Sept 1993 (loss £847K
in 1992). The losses were largely as a result of the abortive
acquisition of DochiIe in the US in Sept. 90. It didn't work
out and the US operation was closed in Feb. 93 at a loss
of £1 .25m.

It also announced a proposed rights issue, loan stock
conversion, a capital reduction, a share option scheme
and board changes. The rights issue will raise £450,000
net on the basis of 5-for-2 at 5p per share. "What
distinguished the deal was that 30 private individuals
subscribed an average of £1 7,000 in a rare, if not unique,

example of a business angel rescue☝. Source - FT 24th May
94. 3i have agreed to convert their 11% unsecured loan
stock into 3m shares.
The directors said that if these resolutions were not passed
at the EGM on 9th June 1994"the group's future would
be uncertain and it might have to cease trading".
The shares ended May at 28p.

 

 

Tales from the AGM
We have neverbefore witnessedsuch a set of universally
optimistic Chairmen☂s statements...
At Microvitec's AGM held on 4th May 1994. Chairman
James Bailey said orders in the first four months "were.
strong in all business divisions" and that he had greater
confidence in the company's prospects than at any time
since he became Chairman in April 1990.
At Admiral's AGM held on 3rd May 1994, Chairman Clay
Brendlsh said ☜1994 has started well. The economy is
improving and our order book continues to strengthen.
Our staffnumbers at the 30th April 1994 were 836. All our
companies have won several new contracts in all market
sectors. Our newest operating company, Admiral Training
Centres Ltd, is settling well. We continue to be optimistic
for the year as a whole".
Mike Roberts, Chairman of Radius, told its AGM that ☜the
first three months of 1994 had showed a marked
improvement..including securing its largest ever single
order, approx. £2m, from Floyal Mail... Radius is optimistic
for the full year☝.
MDIS said it had been awarded 5 new contracts worth
£7m since its March float and ☜was well placed to grow
strongly in 1994☝. .
P&P reported ☜an encouraging start to 1994☝and expected
"significant progress☝.
Leslie Warman. Chairman of Wakebourne (nee Maddox)
said ☜current trading is comfortably in line with
expectations...with Network Services, in particular,
growing strongly☝.

MAID issued a "bullish trading statement" and brokers
Hoare Govett issued a forecast of £1m PET in 1994 and
25m in 1995. "That, given the blue sky nature of the
business, must beregarded as a long way from being
certain☝. Source ♥ The Tlmas 10th May 94. With comments like
that it was not surprising that the statement did not help
the share price which has collapsed from the 110p issue
price to 60p in just two months.
David Gare, of INSTEM, reported record orders of 27m

during the first 4 months of 1994 and could "endorse the
confidence stated in the annual report that 1994 will be a
satisfactory yea I☝. .
Micro Focus☂ Chairman Paul O'Grady reported "an
encouraging start☝ with 01 profits up 25% at £2.9m on
revenues up 22% to £20.2m. Revenues from the OEM
channel were particularly strong and networking products
grew 36% and now represent 37% of turnover.
MF shares surged by 242p to £10.65 on the news.
Enterprise Computers has asked its auditors, KPMG to
resign. Apparently they wanted to increasa their fee by
30% over the agreed level bringing the bill to £80,000!
Stoy Hayward has been appointed in their placeEnterpn'se
has brought itself back into profit by tight cost control -
this is clearly another example.

People John Cunan,'whotransf0rmed ,
the fortunes of Granada☝ Computer
Services, has returned as planned to

his independent consultancy activities V
Rumours abound that Vernon Ellis☜ "
(currently head or Andersen ,, ,, ., .v '
Consulting Europe) is about to get thelworldw e CEO
role at ArthurAndersen&Co, _' , , ,
Logica has announced a new UK'structure with ☜15
market-facing divisions reporting to☝ the CEO☜ Cliff Freddy.
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-¢Acqursmo_ns= disposal

datio
☜Last non core disposal" at Cray
Cray Electronic's Chairman Roger Holland says he has
now completed the disposal of non core operations. In

March, Cray sold Cray
Technology, Cray Marine and
Gray Computer Graphics to an

Elec'mms MBO team for £10.33m. This
month the last remaining "non core" activity - Gresham
Power Electronics - was sold to an MBO team for 21m.
Gresham was also part of the Dovvty IT purchase and its
disposal would have ☜a neg/ib/e effect on on-going
profitability".

Qogica buys in US
The acquisition by Logica of Precision Software in the
US this month was ☜significant☝ because it was the first
real new corporate initiative since Martin Flead took over
as CEO getting on for a year ago. The acquisition itself
was fairly modest. ☜Up to☝$12.3m will be paid for Precision
- a US-based provider of commercial loan processing
software. An initial payment of $3.3m will be followed by
"a further $2m upon achievement of certain minimum
targets. In addition, there are provisions for Precision to
be paid a further $7m on a performance-related basis
running until June 1988..in cash☝. Precision made PBT of
$900K on revenues of $1.7m in the year to 31 st Dec. 93.

Dr Martin Read, we know, readsour Guide to Successful
Acquisitions. He therefore must be aware of the mounting
evidence against the success of performance related
deals. You don☂t get more performance related than the

@recision deal. 1

P&P buys in Scotland
P&P has bought Scottish software solutions operation,

Computers for Business (Scotland) (CFB), for up to
£6.6m. The initial £3.74m was satisfied in P&P shares
plus loan notes and cash. CFB made PBT of £530K on
revenues of £15m in 1993 and are ☁targetting at £950K☝

    

\ 

  

. PBT in 1994. Clearly this will be the trigger for an additional
£1.6m profit related element. CFB started as a PC dealer
in 1984 but now offers the usual range of value added
services.

. Compower forvvsale I , ,
KSamueI Montagu hasadvertised for interested buyers for
'Conipower '-☁_Ithe wholly'ow'ned payroll, personnel
management bureau, (EDI and computer services
business of the Coal Board. In the latest year☂s figures
we have to 31st Mar 93, revenues Were down 16% at
£8.7mand PET was static 'at £850K with a reduction in
staff to 168. The deal also includes an FM contract as
Well. .

Campbell Lee Holdings merges
In 1991 IBM Business Associate, Campbell Lee backed

the formation of Byford. This month they have formally
merged under the Campbell Lee Holdings banner, by
an exchange of shares. This ☜signals a period of increased

    

   

  
  

. activity,,paving the way for the acquisition of further
software houses strategically located nationwide".
Campbell Lee had revenues of £3.7m and PET of £1 33K
in the year to 31st Jan. 93.

June 1994 7

The others...Apple dealer, Application Computer
Centre (ACC) of Bury St Edmunds has gone into
liquidation. Microvitec has acquired Project Assyst Ltd
- a 6 man retail sector IT consultancy - for an undisclosed
sum. Azlan has bought Research 8: Development, a
distributor in the network computing market in France, for
an initial £650K plus further £60K profit related. Michael
Business Systems (itself acquired by Control Data in
late 1993) has bought AS/400 software company PCI
Systems from P&O for an undisclosed sum. US Group

1 Software is to acquire Archetype Systems Ltd "the
forms creation software specialist☝. No terms were
disclosed. IBSI (UK) has ceased trading.

   

         

  

 

   

   

  

   

   

  

   

   

         

    

   

  

  

EDS and Sprint" , _ ~* I , : . .
We did manage to preview the EDS/Sprint rumour last
month (courtesy of BuSinessWeek). ,This☂ month the
negotiations were confirmed: V n I g. '
The merger would "create an' 'intormalionf services
powerhouse with revenues'ofmore than $20 billibn☂i' GM
bought EDS for $2.5 b ten years ago, so the current price
tag of $15 b represents a decent return. . .3.
The convergence of IT and communications is now so
well advanced that'it is a non-argument. We had hopeti
that the EDS link wouldbe with BT though! ☁ ☁

CA andASK
ASK Group, who develop INGRES and the Data 3 CIM
products, has been acquired by Computer Associates
for around $300m. After losses in 1992, ASK made profits

of $149K on revenues of $426m in the year to 30th June
1993.

CA had revenues of c$2 billion in 1993, so with ASK the
merged group will have revenues of c$2.5 b - about the
same as 080 and CGS.

(

   

Pi Holdings is the acquisitive group initially pu?
together by ex-CMG Bryan Mills in 1988. He set
out on a major acquisitions☁ binge. Of around 10
purchases, John Croucher's Calidus and SIA

were the most significant.

Unfortunately, things went rather wrong. The bad news
included a £7.8m loss in 1991 and the unusual step of
putting subsidiaries - EosyslGranglear - into receivership.
The receiver has recently issued a writ for the return of
£160K dividends paid prior to liquidation. With support
from Advent( 33%), the Growth Fund (16.7% - Friends
Provident), Baronsmead (12.3%) and Alta-Berkeley
(10.7%), the finances were restructured and it now looks
as if Pi is on the slow road to recovery. The continuing Pi
businesses increased revenues by 22% to £12m. PET
was up 14% at £580K with EPS also up 14%. However,
£503K of this year's profit was irom newly capitalised R&D
- making an intangible balance sheet total of £1.2m. In
addition investments in Orbit and Calidus Inc have been
valued on the balance sheet at £1 .6m.
Calidus seems to have been the star with revenues up
33% and operating profits up 77% despite declining
hardware sales. Other group subsidiaries include SIA,
Trurofield, Trmegate and Orbit BV (only 20% owned).
We are pleased to see that Tony Stairmand and John
Croucher (both ex Hoskyns) have recently joined the main
Pi board. In the new structure, Mills is now "just"a non-

\exec. director. J
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☂SATELCOM

  

We are not easily impressed. But even we sit up and take note of a UK
group which started trading only in 1988 and now has revenues approaching
£10m, PBT of over £12m, around 22m in cash and no borrowings. If it
sounds too good to be true, take a look at Satelcom UK. They are 51%
owned by French Group SAGEM (☜Europe's fifth largest electronics group"),
which has revenues of around £1.3b . But a joint venture agreement puts
control in the hands of the executive directors (Brian Jacobs - Managing,
Ian George - Technical and Mervyn Rochester - Financial) who ownthe
remaining 49%.
Satelcom ☜is engaged in the data communications industry and

manufactures its own range of multi-prctocol network access devices generically cal/ed MegaPAC". Whilst the design,
development and manufacturer of the products is conducted at Satelcom, a significant proportion of the hardware
production is sub-contracted. They are, therefore, essentially a software company. Their customers are a blue chip
bunch ranging from Barclays and the Bank of Scotland to MAFF and a range of local authorities. In addition to the
main theme of network engineering, Satelcom, also provide structured cabling, systems integration, consultancy and
training. In other words, they seem to be exactly where all pundits like us suggest companies should be.
On its own, the financial performance of the business was enough to garner our undivided attention. But there were
some other attractions. The command of financial detail was something we rarely find in a company of this size. It
appears that we were asked along for a visit because of our campaign against R&D capitalisation. (Satelcom, as you
might guess, expense all Fl&D). We have also seldom come across a company which has accumulated this kind of
cash even after "pursuing an agressive dividend policy every year".

  

ACT sells ACT Computer Support
It should not come as any surprise to our readers that
ACT Group has, this month, announced the sale of ACT

Computer Support and ACT Newtork Si in an M80 for
£14.5m in cash. NatWest and Phildrew Ventures have
backed the MEG.
In the year to 31st March 1994, the two companies
produced PBT of £3.5m or a minimal exit P/E of 7. But
the operating profitability of this TPM - as we have warned
for so long - had been ☜falling sharply☝. ACT has now
eliminated all UK borrowings relating from the BIS
purchase and also has severed all links with hardware.

rDeclining margins at Computacenfer

1993 - up from the 50% claimed for 1992.
Computacenter☁s Chairman Peter Ogden told us
that even ☜within this service oriented business,
although our role as a supplier hardware has
changed, we believe it remains ofgreatvimportance.

☜This is because we are able to take totalownership
ofprojects, user support andcontrolprocesses. .ln
our business model we are investing heavily in
people and systems to develop the new
opportunities in outsourcing and project
management".

Computacenter would not confirm how much of
their £322m revenues were hardware related but
we estimate that they would find it difficult to claim
much more than £70m of pure SCSI revenues.
That would not put Computacenter even into the
ranks of the Top Twenty UK SCSI providers .

Computacenter is privately owned with Peter k.......,- ....A . ,. .........-e,.-_...
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Computacenter is the largest PC reseller in the UK: Over the pasttiv ,. _ . .
towel. Few have performed as well as Compulacenter. So their record '4' as the best'in'the'sectorv: Is salutary. The
chart shows that although revenues have more than doubled since'1989, operating profitjrnargtns have slipped in
every year from6.2% in 1989 to just 2.7% in 1993. Operating profit was lower inyé1'993☁than M19394 ' ' v ' .'

Computacenter☂s results for the year to 31 st December 1993 show revenues☁up 26% al☂g322m
at £8.8m and PET down a marginal 2% at £8.4m. Staff employed increased by' t72 t ' 1218.. .
Engineering and professional services, as opposed to logistics servitbes. accounted

E Rev-nu-

. Opu-tlnq Prom

E Operating u-vyln

m

  
   

ill.

VII- t'ltlnrm

Ogden (Chairman) and Philip Huime (MD) being the largest shareholders. They had planned a float in 1990 vi
Warburg's, but we are currently assured that no such float plan exists as the company "prefers to stay as it is☜.
Finally. Computecenter is one of the important barometern at the health of the UK iT market. So we should take
encouragement, Hulme reports £102m revenues in Qt 1994 - clearly up significantly on last year. J

New issues and fund raising
We understand that Spargo Consulting will be launched .
onto the Stock Exchange in mid June. Latest filed accounts
to 31st Dec. 92 show revenues of £4.1m and PET of
£474K - up from a breakeven in 1991. Vistec's Bob Morton
is a director/shareholder.
Quality Software Products (QSP)has raised a further
£1.6m via a placing a 400p to ☜accelerate international
development☝. Tadpole Technology has raised £63m

through a placing at 260p. Eldos, which makes video
compression software, has launched a 1-for-1o rights
issue at 240p to raise £582K.
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falls below fell another 19% making a 50% fall in 1994 as doubts
a . spread on the revenue earning potential of current clinical

The FTSE 100 fe" SA m May 1° under 3000' our CS] trials. The biggest fall of the new issues was MAID - now
down 45% from its issue price.

Index did not sulferquite so badly - down 2.8%. This wiped
. out all the gains this year so far.

Micro Focus put on 27% as a result of the excellent 01 27_May_94 csl Index
figures reported in the last edition and renewed US buying 1:155 100
interest. The shares are, howaver, still around a third of Csllnder=10000ntstti - v Fl'sE SmallCa
their high. LBMS put on 17% in anticipation of a recovery ' '
in full year results to be announced this month. They are
still showing a 20% fall in 1994. Kalamazoo was up 16%. Mom, (25,3194 . 30/4/94)
also in anticipation of about to be published results. From 15111 Apr 89 +67.02% +44.45%
At the other end of the scale, Wakebourne was down F'°'" ☁5☁☜"90 ☜152% +255☝
260/ f n. I th th th 4 f h From tstJan 91 +135.95% 437.31%

a or no pa lcu ar reasono er an e 0- or-1 s are F,om1sUan92 +59_35% ☜838%

          
   

    

  

 

consolidation. Standard Platforms fell 22% as private From tst Jan 93 14.01% +4.21%
busmess angels organised a rescue (see p 4). Proteus From 151-13" 94 +0-04% -1322%

" ystém'' ☁Hb☂i☁i's☁e☂ CS! 611516 Prices 6110 Capital isati'bn☁ ☁
Shara prioe snare price capitalisation capitalisation

snm Price capitalisation Historic Haiio cs1 Index % move % move move (0m) move (0m)
27/5/1994 (Ep) 27/5/1994 (Em) F'IE CapJRav. 27/5/94 sincl 30/4/94 in 199☁ since 30/4/94 in 1994

ACT 01.66 0307.00111 16.7 2.01 2634.02 460% 16.00% -0 14.001n 044.101n
Admiral 05.60 063.00111 20.6 1.74 4057.07 0.00% 15.46% 00.001n 011.40m

. Azlan 02.77 060.50m 33.0 1.47 1204.35 -0.72% 4.53% ♥0 0.40111 02.60m
Capila 62.05 £100.20m 26.1 2.00 6156.16 029% -13.07% -010.30m .0 12.60m
Cedaidata 01.05 032.20m 17.2 6.12 1000.00 5.00% 0.00% 01 .60m 00.04m
Conlregold 01.12 045.10m 16.9 0.66 006.00 30.06% -0 3.20m -0 20.10m
Clinical 06111111111119 01.36 022.0011. 21.7 0.37 1006.77 0.60% .0 0.20111 01 .001n
Coda 02.33 061.1011. 24.3 2.61 001.40 .0.05% -0 0.30m -0 0.55m
Coma: Grow £1.10 £40.20m 28.3 2.03 6111.09 0.00% »£ 1.10m £0.00!☜

Computerised Financial 01.26 05.92111 n/a 1.77 1400.00 40.00% -0 0.66111 01.60111
Computer People 01.75 £24.30m 40.0 0.35 720.16 62.04% -0 0.40m 00.30m
Cray Eledronics 01.73 0301.30m 16.0 1.00 1011.70 7.45% .0 20.60111 026.50m
cm 01.00 057.00111 10.5 1.23 1200.00 10.20% .0 0.50m 05.70111
ons Data 6 Research 01.17 £41.70m 27.0 3.60 1063.64 6.36% 02.50m 02.50m
ocs Group 00.65 00.05m 20.1 1.45 1416.67 41.67% 02.13m 03.05m
Division Group 01.00 £36.80m Loss 17.60 2725.00 -6.03% 34.57% -0 2.40m 00.40m
Electronic Data Processing 01.47 030.40m 12.6 2.60 4500.02 47.00% 25.76% -0 0.30m -0 13.2om
Enierprise 00.14 010.00m Loss 0.1 0 11 2.00 47.65% 55.56% .0 2.40m -£ 14.00m
Gresham Telecornputing £0.69 022.60m 62.0 3.00 741.04 0.00% 37.04% 00.10m -0 12.60m
INSTEM 01.52 06.00m 0.7 0.36 1 520.00 0.66% 12.50% 00.041n 00.43m
Kalamazoo 01.37 052.10m 31.0 0.02 3014.20 16.10% 37.00% 07.20m 61400111
Kewill 02.63 031.00m Loss 0.06 1030.53 2.50% 10.47% .0 0.00m £5.40rn
Kooe lniamationa] 01.13 010.60111 16.2 0.43 525.50 .1.74% 20.30% -0 0.20111 .0 4.30m
Lanrmonth 0. 01111111011 01.16 021.00m 10.4 0.00 066.67 17.17% .20.00% 03.00m -0 5.00m
Logioa £2.03 0100.50m 33.0 0.03 002.74 .3.30% 7.33% -0 5.00m 012.60m
Lynx Holdings 00.40 020.60m 10.0 1.01 1225.00 2.00% 11.36% 00.40m 03.00m
MAID 00.60 04000111 1101 0.53 545.45 213.04% 45.45% -0 7.30m -0 40.30111
MDIS 02.33 0233.00m 16.3 1.57 006.15 -1o.30% 40.30% -0 27.00m -0 27.00m
MR Data Managomerl 01.00 0109.9om 22.0 2.60 705.71 740% -3.41% -0 0.00m -0 3.70111

. Macro4 06.30 0143.60n1 10.0 6.17 2540.32 -1.56% -7.00% -0 1.00m 40 10.40m
Micro Focus 010.40 0140.70m 10.0 1.77 5024.15 27.14% 4.00% 031.70m 06.70m
Microgen 01.42 £55.90m 14.2 1.05 606.04 4.05% -4.05% -0 2.40m -0 2.40m
Microvilec 00.34 021.40m 16.0 0.61 017.07 -o.74% 3.00% -0 0.10m 00.20m
Misys 04.05 0220.40m 10.0 2.50 1206.47 -1.62% -3.96% £0.50m 033.50m
MMT 01.00 621.10m 10.3 2.00 1110.05 0.67% 31.47% 01 .60n1 05.00m
On♥Damand 00.93 947.4001 n/a 2.50 1102.31 -7.00% ~17.70% -0 3.60m >0 10.2om
01110111 Molecular 90-70 2251601" Loss 10.30 075.00 43.50% 42.50% -0 4.10m -0 3.70m
P6P 00.74 044.50m 17.0 0.20 331.04 6.47% 1 5.63% 05.00111 00.00111-
Pegasus 01.04 012.10m 21.4 1.61 520.61 ♥1.52% 035% -0 0.20111 »0 2.00m
Persona 01.03 023.30m 17.3 1.02 1206.25 0.04% 20.63% 01 .00m 04.00m
91101111111111 £3.77 0133.00m 1110 143.07 2432.26 -0.05% 3.57% -0 11.70m 04.60m
Proteus £2.11 065.60m Loss "/5 2511.00 49.16% 40.00% .0 15.60m 10 40.00111
Quality 501M☜, £4.05 033.6om 58.3 2.52 1065.79 4.48% 0.00% .0 1.60m 02.10m
Radius 00.33 00.011n Loss 0.30 230.13 13.70% 17.06% £1.00m 01.37111
Real 11.11a Comm. 01.00 07.00111 20.5 1.15 2040.02 -6.54"/. 36.00% -0 0.40m 01.001n
Ro aLNolan 03.10 010.30m 21.0 1.72 1002.06 3.25% 7.00% 00.60111 02.60m
Sage amp 05.03 0121.00m 15.7 2.05 4404.62 251% 14.31% »0 2.60111 £16.70m
Sandemn 03.60 034.20m 14.2 1.45 1531.01 11.46% 12.50% 03.50111 05.70111
Sema Group 04.12 0370.00m 24.0 0.76 1205.60 0.40% 32.00% 21.00111 007.00m
Sherwood 01.14 06.05111 Loss 0.20 050.00 -1 .72% 3.64% »0 0.13111 00.24m
Slam-111 211111611115 00.20 01 .11m 0.41 124.44 22.22% -12.50% »0 0.32111 ☁0 0.19m
Superuape 02.30 012.60m 10.63 1202.02 046% 20.20% -0 1.20m 02.10111
To!☜ £0.31 03.10m 1.00 504.01 41.43% 20.17% -0 0.43m 00.70m
Trace 00.41 05.73m 0.32 320.00 -2.30% 7.00% ~£ 0.10m 00,34m
Un☁Wlm 01.26 025.501n 3.04 1260.00 070% 26.00% -1: 2.40m 05.26m
V600 Group 02.40 033.00m 3.01 1067.21 323% 0.50% .0 1.20111 03.00111

. VMuality £2.30 002.50m 11.67 1405.00 42.13% 27.70% »0 0.60m .0 24mm
Vintac 20.26 031.20m 1100.70 642% 6.25% -0 2.20m 01.00111
Wakohourno 俉9.90 (20.10111 0 96 1☁, 7.10m 27.60111               

Nata: Est Index 070170171000 on 15th Aplil 1969. Any new entra 110110000 050T 0:130 5011 0? 107007bnnd'an 0101300001100.
The (35! Index 111 not weighted: 0 41051190101116 were 01100 011110 largesleumpany has the same 611001 as a similarchanga for the smallest company.
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You really cannot argue with Chaiman Mike Tllbrook when

he uses sucha phrase to describe MMT Computing with

revenues up 52% to £4.8m, PBT up 40% to £1.2m and
EPS up 33% for the six months to 28th Feb. 94. Although
still reliant on fee earning IT staff, it is the AM activities

which interest us most. ☜Although Marks and Spencer still

provide the main core of work, there is little doubt that our

increasing spread of clients will be the catalyst for further

growth☝.
But it is Tilbrook's corporate activities which often hit the

headlines. MMT currently has cash of over 24m earning
interest "somewhat less than half those enjoyed a while
back". So Tilbrook has been buying up group property
and making astute SCSI investments. Astute? We should

say so...buying Quotient just before the ACT bid, buying
P♥E lnterrnational just before the Cray bid and buying Total
before their meterioc rise and selling before the ensuing
crash. These little investments added £269K profit last
year and a further £55K in the last six months.
As we all now know, Tilbrook has recently upped his stake
in Sherwood to over 4% and must be sitting on a very tidy
profit already. We rather liked the quote from Tllbrook in
Computergram saying he wasn☂t worried about history
repeating itself and ACT buying Sherwood. Worried?... we

   

{he strong'-nérved.}☁ .

 

@re sure that's what he's banking on. J

Intercom orders at record level
Intercom Data Systems Ltd is an independent and
privately owned system house. On the surfacethe results
for the year to 31st Dec. 93 do not look that good.
Revenues were down 9% at 24m and PET down from
£601K to £124K.But over 10 man years of product
development was undertaken in 1993 - all expensed.
In addition, "current net assets increased by47%, reserves
by 34% and we remain debt tree,..forward orders for 1994
are the highest in the company☂s history☂.

r☁t'ransoft ,

 

Orr-Demand i another of th

  

Sanderson Electronics

Sanderson has had a busy six months buying Brook
Street Computers (£544K), Nord (£525K) and ICL☂s
Commercial Systems (£1.32m initially + £1.95rn profit
related). Interim results for the six months to 31st March I
1994 shOWed revenues up 18% at £14.2m, PBT up 20%
at £2.17m and EPS up 12%.
"The existing businesses have held up well despite falling
computer hardware prices, although most of them are
operating at significantly below their peak levels of
profitability. The acquisitions had made a good rst time
contribution☝said Chairman Paul Thompson.
Sanderson estimates that its acquisitions would boost its
annual revenues to almost £50m. In future business will
be concentrated on the UK with a "strategy of
diversification to broaden the product base☝.
With the GA hardware venture athing of the past,
Sanderson could well be one of the brightest spots around.

\

 

We guess that the most regular comment that we get is thatléystém☁l-louso I
players. Any review of past editions shows that this is a little unfair. Anyway; weare'delighted thi month to feature

 

. Transoft which has just reported revenues of £2.2mv and PET of £314K for the year'toajst Deaf 931'
In 1977, MD Mike Edwards set up MGE Systems to deveiop softWare tor the accountancy protession and thereafter:
became one of Data Generals largest VARs. The system was written in BBASIC} ln'1983;atterirejecting'a bid'fro'm

  
Transoft Ltd

Flve Year Revenue and PET Record
Relatlve to 1989
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the infamous Star Computers, they sold'a majority stake to Extel. Extel Financial and the MGE'products have changed
hands since, but it is to the founders☂ credit that the products still form an important part'ot Solut r☁t 6☁s portfolio. '
In 1986, Edwards set up Transoft after realising the need for a portable (i.e. DOS or UNIX) versio

 10

fBBASIC. They
. have since sold over 6,000 copies;They haVe recently
launched AIM, which automates the migration of"
applications using the lNFOS database system . The '
first sale, for £78K to Lloyds syndicate FlJ Wallace;
wasannounced this month; ., . V .v

Edwards reckons there are'5,000 DG☂ users
worldwide who could benefit from AIM ☜90 [Steam is
a very conservative estimate ofthe size atthis entirely
new market that wears cre☁atihg☁.jand leading. You
can See why lam so optimistic about 1994?, ☂
Oneof the reasons, perhaps; why we☁ not feature
that many small,: successful, privately owned
companies is that most readers knew by now what
then happens. Edwards ended his letter to us win.
the prediction 'Transoft - definitely a company to
watch☝. We can but agree . tortut'ure news, keep an
eye on page 7 (acquisitions and new {951155}. J
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Excellent results from Lynx
Lynx Holdings is a computing services company quoted on the Stock Exchange. Its activities consist of:

- Communications (APD-Mertech). Software and products for the radio communications industry with revenues of
c£2.1m in 1993.

- Computer systems and software (Signal Ltd.
- acquired in July 1993 for £1 m). UNIX based
motor dealer systems.

- Computer services (Lynxserv Ltd.) Hardware
maintenance with revenues of £2.9m in 1993.
' Data Memories supplies computer and

media products.
In Nov. 93 Lynx acquired Financial Systems
Ltd. for £2.9m and Chess Valley Computers
(mortgage software) for £2.4m.
In Mar. 1994 Lynx acquired TPM Computer
Service Technology (CST) for £2m (£15m
cash plus ESOOK in shares). CST made PBT m.
of £322K on revenues of £6.1m (£2.5m from

TPM, the rest from product distribution) in the

year to Sept. 93.

Despite this rampant acquisition activity, latest
interim results are truly excellent with

. revenues up 53% at £7.3m, PBT up 338% at £460K and EPS up 38%. Perhaps one of the lessons from Lynx is that
they have generally bought already successful businesses and have retained the management teams.
All divisions are currently profitable but. hardly surprisingly, "reduced contributions☝ were reported from the ☜highly
competitive" hardware maintenance activity. With £1.4m cash, further acquisitions will be considered, probably
concentrating on the nancial servies and automotive sectors.
Other Lynx activities are outside the computing industry - such as Bounce About which supplies bouncy castles. ☜Poor
weather conditions, particularly in Scotland, saw/eisure contracts delayed". Ma'ny mighttherefore think that there are
quite a few similarities between these seemingly disparate activities!

t☝ The phenonemal rise☂ in outsourcing

Lynx Holdings plc Revenue and PBT Record
Relative to 1990
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The UK FM/AM market grew by 35%- in 1993☁ and is
forecast to grow by 40% in 1995, The move to outsourcing
represents over half of the☁anticipated growth in the total
UK softviare and services market. Strip it out and the

  
     

    
  

☂ Uiitiement (FM)
and Application Management (AM) Market

(1,775!☜

    ☁B2,500m

CAGR
of 26% pa
forecast

1993 to 1997
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.The trouble is that forecasters like us get a bit worried
. when putting. forward such high growth predictions. But

this is one market which is relatively easy to predict.
☂ Consider the following facts: ☁
\- the Top Twenty FM/AM suppliers to the UK market

June 1994 

remainder oi the UK IT market has Very mediocre growth.

 

       

 

represent about 75% of the market. Accounts show that
their combined revenues grew by 33% in 1993.

TP TEN UK FM AM PRVIDER IN 1993

1993 Company 1993 UK FM/AMFM Rank♥
Hcskyns

EDS
ICUCFM

£90m

£50m
£75m

EGO-£65m
EGO-ESSm
£30-35m

£30~35m

£30-35m
£25-230m

£25-£30m

Andersen Consulting
Sema
AT&T lstel
Capita
Data Sciences
Computer Sciences Corp (CSC)
ITnet

0 the☁new contracts awarded in the last year - of which the
Inland Revenue and BAe contracts were the largest -
totalled well in excess of £3 billion and will add at least
£400m revenues to the sector by 1995. In other words
the 40% growth forecast is fully underwritten.
Ouronly real fear is that our forecasts mightprove to

be too low. Readers should also bear in mind that FM/

AM is not ☜new money☁ - rather it is a shift from in house
user spend to outsourcing. Indeed as many users would
expect a saving, it is likely that the "combined spend☜ will
actually decline.
The real winners in all this are the big US outsourcing
rms. It now seems to be fairly clear that Hoskyns, who
pioneered FM in the UK in the early 19705, will lose its
top slot to EDS in 1994. It looks as though CSC Computer
Sciences will be in the #2 slot by 1995. J

__ System House *♥    



Specialist IT consultancies command
highest profit margins
Perhaps the most surprising finding, (well, for us anyway)
from the 1994 Holway Report. was that the highest profit
margins are now enjoyed by the "specialist" IT
consultancies. In turn, profit margins at the software
products companies, which had previously headed the
lists, were in retreat. ☁   How profit argin

expectations are changing

S Iclalllt
/I consultancy

 

FMlSpoclllllt
buruux

Convention-l
cyst-m hounl

PC dealer:

If you find that difficult to believe, then consider the

following 1993 profit margins from specialist lT
consultancies:

- Centre for Software Engineering 50%
- Quidnunc 31%
- Total Systems 29%
- IPL 21%
- Vega 21%
- Terence Chapman Associates 21%

Centre for Software Engineering (CSE) is truly
exceptional. They earned PBT of £1 .08m on revenues of
£2.18m in the year to 30th June 1993 and ended the year
with £1.1m cash in the bank. This year they head our
highest PBT margin (1993 = 50%) and operating margin
(47%) rankings. CSE has been in the Top Ten in these
and the PET per employee (£33,800 for each of their 32

 

staff) charts every year since 1991. (They would probably
have featured before that, but only chose to file modified

accounts previously). Now this year they feature in our
PBT growth charts (+84%) too. 'What do CSE do"...is a
question we are increasingly asked. .
Founded in 1983. CSE is the UK's leader in safety critical
computer systems. The sensitive nature of their work -
and customers - means that they shy away from publicity.
They Were however featured, when the Channel Tunnel
opened. for their work in assessing the 521 VAX systems
and 8 million lines of code involved. They are currently
working on other high integrity systems in Europe, US
and Far East (e.g. Hong Kong's new airport). CSE are a
totally fee based company - they sell no product at all. So
anyone who believes these kind of margins can only be
achieved in product companies is...wrong. They employ
the most highly qualified and motivated engineers - and
pay them accordingly. Clearly CSE's fee rates match.
CSE is 55% owned by Dr. P Bennett and 45% owned by
the Shepherd Building Group (the UK's largest non quoted
building group of Portakabin fame). We are surprised that
they haven't been approached before with a bid. Given
our readership it is now only a matter of time.

1994 Holway Reportanda date foryour dial)
The 1994 Holway Report. which many consider as ☜the
bible" of the financial performance of the UK software
and computing services industry, will be available from
131h June. Ordering details enclosed.
On Wednesday 20th July 1994, Richard Holway is
repeating his evening soiree, presenting the findings of

the report. on behalf of the CSA. The event,

at the London Metropole Hotel which has been
one of the most popular CSA events in the

past. includes drinks and dinner.
As last year, a free place will be

awarded to all 1994 Holway Report
purchasers.

Computlng
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'♥ ORDER FORM

From: Delivery address:

      

We
E] ' 'One year'e subscription 6 £295 pa. D

 

[3 Master copy 6 £1450 (chequowlth order only) ['3 Additional copies @2300 each V

'"4 - copy eubecription☝0 £596 pet] Site testes e abet a;

I I Mestercopyet 23,950 D . .. , 'Additional copies 0 £700 eecll

  

Cheque payable to Richard Holway Ltd.
| Richard Holway Ltd, 18 Great Austins,

F FARNHAM Surrey GU9 8J0,

Slg_n_e_d:- ______________
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